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droplAng out must be viewed with caution. (AuthorABH)
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SuAessland Failire in College:
kill* Approach to Persistence in

Undergraduate Programs

4

Notwithstanding a vast literature on the achievement of success in

higher education, there are major gaps in knowledge about the determinants

of persistence to complefron (or.droppillrout) of undergraduate programs:

Recent reviews by Karmas (1974) and Tinto 0075) pbint to avariety of

shortcomings in past studies; the former focusing on'empirical problems

and the latter concentrating on theoretical ones. 4. principal prohle4

with most theoretical al\ empirical research in this'area is 'the failure

( to treat success,in college as' a sequential process. Most studies focus

on the rate of ;graduation of a particular cohort of. persons by some

specified date (e.g., the proportion of a freshman class who were

graduates four years later): Alternatively, some studies concentrate

on attrition during or at the end of the freshman year (Nelson, 1966),

pres ly because oyefjcoMing this, first -year hurdle is the most critical

achievement in the process of attaining the status of graduate. However,

as some researchers have recognized, it is uncertain whether the factors

that determine succe sful,completion of the freshman year are the same

, as those that lead to success in4subsequent undergraduate years. While

framed in term of individual and institutional commitments (and changes

therein), Tin s-theoretical mocrel (1975) is one of the few instances

in-the literature in which dropping out of college is viewed as a

longitudinal process.

1
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Another major conceptual and empirical probem has been the failure

to distinguish between "permanent" and "temporary" withdrawals. At the

conceptual lev41, the researcher must deal with the ambiguity of what

constitutes permanent withdrAwal-7especially in view of the recenttr5ds

toward lifelong learning 'and recurrent education. Virtually any time

span of nonattendance after which a dropout is defined as permanent is

open to challenge. At the empirical level, diffictilty in distinguishing.

temporary from permanent di'llzpouts is compounded by data limitations.

That is, study populations often are restricted to a single schobl or a

small group of schools (thereby counting transfer students as dropouts),

and long-run longitudinal data Are infrequently available.

i
Another issue is definitional- -i.e., "dropout" means different

things to different people. For example, few researchers have distin-

' guished between dropOuts and "pushouts"--i.e., between voluntary and

'involuntary withdrawals.. Clearly, the distinction is not, unambiguous,

even theoretically, when one considers that a student doing acceptable

academic work may be'"forced" to discontinue-his/her schooling by a

lack of funds to covei. th4 out -of- pocket e±penses of college attendance.

In addition, research that employs self-reported reasons for discontinuation

may well be faulted'for excessive reliance on data whose reliability is

at least open td question.

Finally, most of the empirical research on withdrawal from college

does not employ multivuridte statistical' analysis. Clearly this

6
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deficiency precludes our having confidence about the independent effects

of the various factors which are eorrelated both with dropping out of

college and with each other:----

. 'Although this study does not propose to address all of the preceding
;

problems, it does deal with some of them.
1

First, the question of

success is framed in terms of the probability of, complet.ng a given

college year (e.g., the sophomore year) in a 12- or 24-month period.

,

Thus we. are not concerned directly with the permanency of withdraw41,'

although the analysis always focuses on a group containing young men

who were first-time enrollees in the year in question (at the beginning

of the time period). Further, by extendintc the analysis to examine a

24-month period and by using national sample data we minimize the impact

of overstating dropout rates because of short-term temporary withdrawals

and/or because of transfers.

Second, the study employs multiple regression anal,sis so As to

permit ,the identif ication of the independent effects of several correlated

variables. Third, the analysis directly incorporates the sequential ,

1

nature of success in college by investigating withdrawal rates inthe

freshman, sophomore, junior and senior years, seriatim. This approach

also permits tests of the stability Of the model in the sense that the

absolute and relative importances of several.factors can-be assess6d.

at different stages of the undergraduate career. Finally, in order to'
P

relate the study to prior reseaDch,-the-inferenceg from our several -

7
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model) are compr 1 more conv440.onal analy4 of dropouts---1,4
_ \

.....

.the fac s determinipg whether a TrethMan gr
/
uates within f r years_ .

of initial entry.

. The data usecCin this st y are rawn from the files of the

. National Longitudinal veys of Labor Force Eperience (NLS)

,s-

cohort of males w 0, were 14 to 2l /years of age when th

1'1.1966
.

(see Parnes, Miljus, Sp4z and Asso4a
. ., .

). Members of

the panel Were interviewed arivally (in late autumn) through 1971,

although only the data throfzgh 1970 were available for this analysis.

-----171-67i11.9 employ informationgathered in a mailed survey of the secondary

-schools from which the yOung men graduated. ft. the 5s225 members of
..---

the sample, about 1,300 arelfsed in our analysis. The rest of the

c. . .

sample was excluded for one, or more-of ..,:the following reasons: (1), did.

Inot attend college as .an undergraduate by ween 1966 and 1969; ( ) were

not between the ages of 16 and 24 upon first entering the year of /

college beintranalyzed;
2

(3) did notparticipate in the survey-bdSrond
-

the initial year;.(4) dic3. not provide ftomplete information' on all

variables used in the analysis.

Several features of the data base merit brief discussion at this

.

point. First, because the information derives from a national sample,

the potential for' generalization from -the results is greater than in

mo:>1 prevti.ous\-research. Second, net attrition fx-.0,m the sample has: peen

8
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(/
mic(and social) environment.of the part, cular ,

institution as Nell s y fact, rs eternal to boththe-Individual and

the-school e rommente.g., the state of_the labor market, Furthermore,

Afew notable'exceptions, t the mainstream of research on college
---- -

--
--- .

-- - ,

dropouts, it i apparent/ / /than the many determinants of droppingToUt-
, . __-----

should,apd do liave differe tial impacts atditferen s ages of the

ergradUate "career" 03ayer, 1968;Eckland, I964a): Thus, for

/ - _ . ---------_, .

.----------
ex 1 - if the precollege educational eNpeT.Tenge would be

/expected- to hav less influenc-e-onth e tehce decision of a junior

or er to address various questions a ut thedetermLants of

persisti g in college, we-employ
/-

persi ence, L. (i=1,.. 4 2)4 which specify the, likelihood of

seri of dichotOMous measures of

let.ing the ith of of college in j calendar years. Thus, foi:

xample, L
11

represents the.p.robabifity that an entering freshman will

be enrolled,iS a sophomore ne year later, and.L2---represents the

probabiiaity that student wi have entered the senior year within 214
o

months after first begi g the junior Srear.
3 By analyzing these

.
. ,.

. ,

eight crit rionsmeasures we are able to examine whether the determinants

.,.-------L---

of persistence in college (a)-are invariant witia-rePectto the mount.,
.

- --'

of time allowed for qompletion and (b) have the saMe'effecis at all

_stagee of the undergraduate career. Finally, for the sake of comparability

to prior research, we alsp analyze the likelihood of being a college

-

4
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graduate withih four calendar Years after initially enrolliAg as

freshman.

To facilitate the reseataeion pf our

we describe belbw the operPtional fogm of each

model and the hyp hesis underlying its incl

model' of college pe istence

variable included in the/

ans and stand

Table I.

ion in the analysis.

rd deviations_ of the varibleslare displayed in Appendix

----
-Family Background (SES)-- Nearly all theoretical and empirical

_-- ,/%
-- ,

analyses of college persistence and performance indicate that socioeconomic

status of family of orientation is inversely related to theolikelihood
./ ,

.' / . . -.-

of dropping out. Clearly, the umbrella concept of family socioeconomic
t% I

status covers a host.of specific characteristics related to academic

/
achievement, including the fdllowing: ieyel of,affluence (i.e.:ability.

.

to pay), level of parental expectations for c, ildren's sc olastIc N .
....

/

_, ,/ Q -
.

tmccess, the extent to which education is alued as ihstr ental to
..,4

post'-school svccess,role models of acaceemic achievers, and innate

tpent for intellectual performance

Partly pecause of the undezde eloped state of heory, on how.

Dprticular aspects of backgropnd relat9. to school cess ,and partly

because of the nature of available data, we employ an ordinal indeN of

background. The indek is based,on five'scharacterisii s of the family
4

of orientation: f'ather's education, triOther's educatioi, edUbation of

oldest older sibling (if any exist), father's occupation when the

11

A 4.
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_respondent4as an adolescent, and the ,availability of reading material
4

in the 'wr.then the,respondent was an adolescent .it In form and suostance

th _measure is similar to-those used in other major studies of educational

outcomes such .as Project .TALENT (Fldfiagan et pl., 1964) and the Youth

in Tra5e4tion Rroject (Bachman, 1970). Since the .index is scaled so

that high values represent high socioeconomic status, it is hypothesized

that it will exhibit a positive net relationship to the several

variables measuring the likelihood of persistencd in college.

Ability (IQ)-7/Betause,of the obvious theoretical a-ssociation,

between mental ability and educatiodai achievement, we-employ a

standardized score derived from reported results on aptitude, achievement

and intelligence tests. These results were based on precollege tests

and were reported by the_last-seCOndery--SdhOol attended by the

recent ile there is some evidence that high school grade

I- --' --

____--t-i.'-------;per.ormance might be a better measure of individual competence (Tinto,
--, .___.- .

------- 1975, p. 101), the relevant data are not available- for --our sample.
y

1

,14

Clearly, ability is expected to exhibit a net positive relationship

wAa-persistence. In addition, it is hypothesized that the impact of

ability on persistence will diminish beyond completion of the freshman

year, when the -capacity-to perform college level work satisfactorily

has beep derhonstrated. This is not to suggest that ability distinctions

becomelirrelevant in matters of grades, awards, etc., merely that they

beCome less relevant to withdrawal prior to graduati

-12



High - School Curriculum (CURRIC)-- Beyond the personal and familial

characteristics tillt preparg a student t-to succeed in college veeposit
.

hat (at .east) one aspect of the secondary school' experience 411 be

a
related to persistence, namely high school curriculum (see Jaffe and

Adams, 1970).. Specifically, it is hypothesized th:a4 those who completed

the college prepatory curriculum less likely th

0
leave college early. hencenence we expect a positive sign fpr the

all other

coefficient of a. dummy variable which al.§ coded "1"'-'4)r those from the

college preparatory curriculum and "0" for all others. Additionally,

it seems reasonable to expect that the effect of this precollege

exper iej,icet will decline, perhaps \to i.nsignificance, as the analytical

attention moves from the freshman year tO later, years.

Scholarship Receipt (SCLS Thereal_ at least threa.reasonsreason,
. - 0

-to expect that recipientg of scholars (fellowshi 4 will be less

likely than nonrecipientS to leave col_olle z ature First;:,

holding such an award generally implieSNan external evaluation that a
1

student has supe4or capacity for academic accomplishment. Second, it

N V

it probably_indicative of ,an above-average co -tment to th4 pursuit

of a college degree. .Third, it implies a somewhat lower finandral

burden of persisting in college, ceteris paribus: We operationalize,

this characteristic in,the'form of a dummy variable (1 if scholarship

recipient that year, 0 otherwise) and expect its coefficient to be

-positive.

c.

13
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Age (AGE)-- Because chronological age is frequently used in

a

10

research on educatioqal outcomes, we include it in our analysis. However,

there are 'competing hypotheses about its effect on dropping out of

liollege. On the one handW,may be argue&that older, students are

/'-
more mature, less adventuresome, and more committed to their educational

and occupational goals. On the other hand, the older student obviously

has experienced some hiatus in schooling which may have resulted'in a

deterioration of learninf skills. ,It also shOuld be noted that in
,

prior researd age often haserved ts'aproxy for other characteristics
,

that we measure directly (e.g., marital status; em- ployment status,

part-time enrollment). lience we are unable to specify a priori an
t a,

expectation for the sign or ,Sd_graficance of the age Alkble.

re

. -

Race (RACE)-- In response to a prinCipalconclusion of a recent ---

few of,research in this area (Tinto, 1975, p. 117), a variable

epresenting the respondent's race (1 if w;hite,- 0 if NegroY is included.

in our model. Nevertheless, it is by'no means clear why race per se -

ould exert an effect that is independent of measured- ability,sdcial
,

sta rs, type of collede--and other variables which happen to to correlated

both with race and with persistence in college. The sole characteristic

not measur d in our model for which dace may be a proxy is the extent I.

of social int ration of the res gdent in his collegiate environment.' .

4.

That is, it may e argued that historical discriminatory pradticesain

college admission a d the tainority status of lacks in the society at

-r

N(c:\ 14,
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c.. 0
large produce social milieux on college catpuse's which are not conducive

to fullpartic.ipaion by Wacki1S-et alsoAptin,40i975).- As a recent

review summarized this eitfect , thing'_ being equal, social
. 4

integration should increase the likelihood-that ,he person will remain'

in college" (Tinto, 1975, p. 107).,,
. .4

Marital Status (MSP) -- Anterr demographic characteristic which
_ --___.__:_____ . -

inay influence persistence 'in college --is a student's marital status

(Eckland, 1964 pp:82-90); however, once agairi-ther_eare competing

hypotheses anout the direction of the effect. On the one hand, rried

stvien;tx, may be more stable, serious and committed tb their goals than

unmarried students. AZso, working wives may reduce finahcial pressure,:

to drop out. 'On the other hand, the familial-and financial responsi-

bilities of

flexibility
.7?)

attendance.

a morried student may constrain-his study time and/or his

in adjusting to the externally imposed schedules of college

Without specifying the expected sign of the coefficient,

we include in our model a dummy variable measuring marital status (1

if married,'wife present;. O'otherwise).

Enrollment Status (ENBET)--ft is nearly tautological to hypothesize

that a student who is enrolled on a part-time basis will be less likely

than one enrolled full time to complete a year of academic work in one

c alendar
-

year. However,--a dummy variable representing enrollment status

(1if part time, 0 if full time) is included in the model for several

reasons. First, we' wish to identify the unique effect of working.whle

PIP

15
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attending school, independent of part 7tim6-attendance. Second, the
-.

,

'prevalence of quarter and trimester systems along with summer prograis

in
0

4thools operating on.a semester system make it possible for a student

to
,/

the credit-hour requirements for "promotion" even with

-time attendance duringoa 12-month period. Third, particularly

for entering freshmen, widespread acceptance of credit by examination .

'(e.g., CLEF) permits accumulation of credits without full -time attendance.

finally, our_measure oi--enrciiIftett-ztatu.s,refers only to the Fall_term

of the academic calendar and may not characterize udent 's status

during other terms. Considering these factors and the conventional-
+,

wisdom that, other things equal, part -timg students are less committed.

to'higher education, we -expect a negative coefficient for the variable

representing enrollment status.

Employment Status (EMP35+, EMP21-34, EMP1-20)-- There are several

reasons that a college student's employment status is theoretically

releVant toNthe likelihood of his persistence ih higher education. To

begin with, working students clearly are less able to be full-time

participants in collegiate life.
8-

Since our model already controls

for part-time attendance, this influence of working presumably captures

the diminished time available for studying and/or participatioP§0,

nonacademic college activities. Second, the fact that a student works

while attending college suggest.sLa lack of alternativesourceS of .

finanal support, which in turn implies an added psychological burden

16
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of. s ool attendance (see also Rstin, 1975, Pp. 75-77). As a possible

partial offset to these effects, it may be that working signifies an

. above-average commitment to educational goals.

In order to allow for possible nonlinear.effects of employment.

'while attending school, we operationalize it in the form of three

variables. The first distinguishes those whIworked full tme -t least"

35 hoUrs-/wee) from all others. The second distinguishes t e Fhoi/.

worked more.lthan half time but less than full time (21-34 ours/week)

\

from all others. The third distinguishes those who wort d as mmcli as

half' time (1-20 hours/week) from all otherS% Thus, tl e doef,ICient
A

of each variable is expected to be negatite becaqe edch represent5

th- ifference in the probability of success between students who do

not work w._ attending school and those who dd work.

Type of College At-ended (2YRC0L)-- Fcir a variety of reasons it is

expected that
\

young men who begin their post secondary schooling in

.

two-year, institutions will be more likely, n average, to drop out .

than those-who attend four-year institutions. Although the theoretical

mechanism is not completely clear, other.studies,have demonstrated that

junior colleges perform a "cooling -out' 1960) 'function of

keeping students from going'on to senior college, and thereby serve to

perpetuate the inequality of opportunity extant in the educational

systenr(FiTITTIr-addi-tion,year institutions may be

,reasonably categorized as loWer "quality" schools and, de-oite:_the
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Complexities of "frog-pohd" effeCt, institutional quality has been

'shown tb be inversely related to dropout rates (Kamens, 1971; Tinto,

1975). Finally, we hypOthe'sj.ze that even those students who begin.in

.two-yearcolleges and survive to transfer to four-Year stitutiont will

be more likely than those who began in four -year schools to drop out

Subsequently because of (1) the inferior preparation provided in the

junior colleges, and (2) the impediment to progress of incomplete

Trans arability of credits. Hence, the dichotomous variable coded 1

if theme student first matriculated ata two-year school is expected to

have a negative coefficient im models designed to explain successful

persistence in higher education.
A

Some Methodological Issues9°
17

In order to make full use of the longitudinal data to obtain more 71
*

Precise estimates of the parameters we have employed some nontraditional

methodology. First, 'In analyzing the likelihood of succe ss in one

calendar year, we pool data for the periods 1966-67, 1967-68, and

1968269. That is, to study L11 we examine the status (one year later)

of young men who were entering college freshmen in 1966 or 067 or

1968.10 Similarly, in analyzing the probability of success in two:

years we. pool data for the periods 1966-68, 1964 69, and

;second,- the definitions of the several criterion measures,, Li, are
j'

e,

...

not perfectly'syrnetric. While .success in the /eshman ear.is

defined in term= of enrollmentin the sophomore year, .odeceL%i'in -,

18
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subsequent years is defined'in terms of enrollment in the next higher

level Or withdrawal from school with a certificate or diploma signifying

completion of a program of study. This Procedure results in junior'

college students who acquire an Associate degree after two years of

'study being classifled asgsuccesses, rather than as dropouts for having

failed.to enroll as juniors. Likewise seniors who graduate but do not

enter graduate or professional school acre not classified as dropouts.
11

C. 1

Empirical Results ,

It is helpful in structuring the discuspion to group ttie explahatory

variables into two sets. The first group includes chal'acterisiics which

are already embodied in the student at the tine of entry, into college

and thereby beyond his control or,that of higher education policy makers.

In this group we include the respondent's socioeconomic status, measured

mental ability, high school curriculum, age and race. Use of these

control variables is required both because of their hypothesized direct .

infl/ence on the .criterion variables. and because of their known

interrelationship with the other hypothesized determinants ofsUecessful'''.

persistence.in college. These latter measures, or the policy variables,

represent characteristics which lie within the purview of both the

educational policy maker and the.student and are susceptible to change.

4114 Determinanti of Successful Completion of the Freshman Year

Approximately seven Eh ten students (71.1 percent) who entered

the freshman year of college-for the first time'were enrolled as

, 19
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sophomores one calendar year later; extending the exposure period from,

,one to two years raised the likelihood of success to better than three

in four (76.2 percent). Thus, about three in ten students failed to

progress to the sophomore year in a one-year period while in a two-year

period the proportion who failed to meet the success criterion declined

to less than one in fOur. The latter, still represents-a very considerable

Proportion of students whose college education was discontinued (or

delayed), even if only temporarily.

COntrol Variables.' The data provide no evidence of a net positive

relationship between SES and the successful completion of the freshman

year, regardless of the time allowed for completion (Table 1). This

finding is'not entirely surprising. Earlier studies thatported a

significant relationship-between SES and, college achievement often

failed to control for other factors with which both are positively

correlated and as a consequence the nett effti of SES was overstated.

For example, students from families With hiille-than-average SES are

more likely to obtain abOve-average scores on IQ tests, to complete a
/

-college preparatory,program in high school, to;-Venroll in a four-year
4

l''' 12
colleges, and to attend school op a full -time baSis. In addition,

students from high SES backgrounds are less likey, on, average, to

have to work while going to college. Thus, while family socioeconomic

:status may be, elated to premature withdrawal,froW'college, its effect
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Table 1

Regression Regults--Determiziants of the Probability of

Succeisfully Completing the Freshman Year in Colle
by Number of Years AlloWed for Completion

e,

a
Explanatory variable One year (I,

11
/

SES - 0.1
(-0.12)

IQ . 0.4**
(- 2.78)

CURRIC 6.o*
( 1.39)

AGE 0.2

( 0.09)

SCLSRP 7.7*
( 1.53)

RACE - 0.2

(-0.03)

MSP 5.0
( 0.41)

ENRPT - 50.2 **

(-553)
EMP35+ -12.1*

(-1.36)

,EMP21-34

EMP1-20

2YRCOL

CONSTANT

2
F-rttio

Number of sample cases

- 20.5**

(-2,95)

- 6.3*
(-1.46).

- 6.7*
(-1.57)'

26.8
( 0.67)

.185

11.30.

547

b
Two years kL

12
)

0.4
( 0.40)

0:4**,
( 2.58)

6.0*
(, 1.46)

2.3
( 1.16)

4.4
( 0.92)

4.9
0.59)

9.5
( -0.79)

36.1**
(-4.15)

- 5.1
( -0.60)

-16.6**
(-2.46)

/(-1.02)jw
12.0.**

(-2.92)

.11.2
(-0.28)

145

8.69

545

. Table continued on next page.
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rTable 1

Continued

18

Note. Males 16 to 24 years of age at the time of iitial matriculation

in college who were first enrolled as -PrCshmen in 1966,,1967 or

1968,.

a See text for description of variables.

Numbers in parentheses are t:ratios.

Y' Significant at .05 <- a < .10.

** Significant at a < .05:

r.

.1
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is completely indirect, beirig transmitted thr,ugh measured ability,

19 *

pre-college educational experiences, and t decision on what type of

school to attend.

In-contrast to the find' gs--te;

deMonstrate that_tlieClikelihial__----od of s

year is positively related to
/
meas

rigthe SES iable, the results

_------

ccesafully completing the freshman

ed mental ability. The data also

suggest that the effect of 'fie IQ variable is the same in the one-A year,
periOd as in the two -y period. Our hypothesis that students who

t
paratory currioulpm in high school are, more like

,_...
than students f '6ther programs to complete their fr, eanman year in

.

z . __, .

/ ',7

w(57-4ears-is alsolborne ()tit by the data. Focusing on

complete a college p
r.-

/

1.

either one or-

either tim periodt e-ViTobability of oompleting.the freshman year is

about 6/p/ercentage,pointa higher (in a net sense) for young men who
/

completed a college preparatory program than for those who studied in

the other high school curricula. *

There is evidence inour results that-students who ate

of a scholarship or a fellowship on entry to colle

percentage points more likely than-nonrectpien to compile tOir,

'freshman year in one year. HuWever, this difference is much smaller
1

and, not statistically sighkficant.when two years are allowed- for` completion.

on

cipients

average,-Q

-What is of

even aftei.

curriculum

particular interest tere,is thap the format Finding prevaIled

controlling, for variation in mental, alllinty and-high school'
".

. A4 notdearlier, the net influence of this variable



doubtless refTets a high commitment to educational pursuits

dimension of-men

by ether

Maintain

a

not captured either by the IQ m- -sure or

Variables in) the model.

the,telief that it

Variab154"Significant

_-_-_-attribute would be exp

There is no

entry to toll

he other hand; it hard to

rep -sents "stick-to=itiv ness" since the

n the two-yeax interv,,al, when this

ted to have a stronger ffect.

dente that the age of,a stildeni----ai-the time of ills

e has a net relationship o the likelihood el:his

eshman year incollege. Thissuccessful persistence through the

finding is largely consistent w' the published results of other

researchers.. It must be not
----

howeverotthat our results 'cannot

'distinguish between.therd'being no effect of age and countervailing.

effects which offset AYch other. Our findings concerning the effect o

/-

marital stdtuson the probability of completing the freshman year are

similar to those regarding the effect of age,;. and the same caveat

7/ -

applies. /

-R g ding the findl '.'control" variable, our results

sharply with the conclusion by a recent neviewer-that It clear Vat-
s

raie=is -an.ilidependent-predictoz_of dropout (independent o both ability

contr,

*

S

I

land social,status). . ." (Tinto, 1975, p. 119). NejAeilehotomous

variable entering the equation directly no_ a twit -of interactions

between race and the other variables in the model demonstrates a

significant relationship between race and the likelihood of success in

It 24
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-/freshman ear. Moreover, as noted in our discussion above, it is

not at all apparent why a net relationship should be expected theoretically.

Thus, the five percentage point gross ad4antage of whites in the

likelihood of completing their freshman year is entiely attributable

to racial differelcces in Other characteristics that i fluence persistence.
as

As hypothesized, students who initially enrolled On a part-time

'basis were less likely than their full -time counterpart to progress
. /

from freshman to sophomore status in either one or two ars. The net

differential in the . -ar 1:riod between the two enro ent categories

as 50 percentage point,

was 36 percentage p

in the two-year periOd the net .d\ ifferentiial

nts. Even in the absence of. a rigoroUs statistical_7-_ __ _

test, it seems fe to conclude that_tha--restraining effect f part-time
A

c-2 . --/ enrollment success is greater in the_sherrtei expos peri d. _<
1--

.---- -
Nevertheless, t stfie substantial- coefficient of NRPT in the two- ear___,

..----

nation prOVides strong support for_ h othesis at full4 me ---
-\

commitme t t9' higher-educat ion- ortant deterinina t o rsistence.
- I

year less

....--........., .

/ _ -:,:___,..-----.-
oIi""6 Variables. Students .work while attending t eii-.

lik-are I 1 y, other things equal, than those who do not \i

work to be epr011ed as ophomores the succeeding year. This finding is

experience and success in school. However, the net likelihood of

success is not monotonically related to the intensity of the work

consistent with the
-othesi,s of an inverse relationship between wOrk

experience: Students working 20 or fewer hours during the survey week
.

25
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were, on average, 6 percentage points less likely than those with 1x

work experience to complete their freshman year; those who worked 21-34 .

.../
.

. .

..,, .

hours averaged about 20 percentage points lesis, while those who worked

,/
,--'

.

.

full-time were,onsaVerage, about 12 percentage points-less likely than
,-.., .

those who did not work to completa4he freshman year in one year.

he findings Tbr the two-yea period,are less conclusive,,,. Students

who during their initial year of attendance were working full-time ark
o )

those working half-time,,or less were no different, on average, from ,

those who--did:not work. However, the results do suggest that those

---wnb worked between 21 and 31 hours per week were about' 17 percentage

less likely to succeed, other things being equal,, than those who

o.

did not Fork. These results were not entirely unexpected. While

working lititd the number of hours available for school work and? .,h

eXtraC'urricular activities, it should be less of a constraining factor

. _
Op.' in atwo-year interval than in a one-year period. Unfortunately, the

P

datatdo not permit measurement of the allocatidkof'aut-of-classroom

hours among school study, market work, and other'activitfes. Two

students, otherwise' equally circumstanced, could devote the same number
*-

.1.

of hours to study even -though one is employed.part or full -time while

the other Os out of the labor force. Moreover, market and school rk

can be complementary rather ian pompeting activities. What we can say

this context is that, on av rage, market work is an impediment to

to success in a one-year peri but its impact is reduced as the period '

Of time allowed .for complet is lengthened.11E

26
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Our data indicate that 32 percent of the4male entering college

freshmen, between 1966 and 4968 began their higher education in

SS'

° institutions which offered wly the two-year associate degree. There

is evidence that the likelihood of success is lower for these students.
. ,

i -., . .

than for those who began in four-yeet.
..

institutions- The differentialdfferential
',.

.. .

i . - .: ,

i. < A. ..: ,

'in,AVor of-the,latteragroup..is, on average, 7 percentage POints in ..
. . -11 t.

the one-Year period and 12 percentage points in the two-year period...
,,

, .
1 . ,

Henetthere,is Stb---,_port-for the belief that junior colleges perform
--__,..,

. - . .
- _,,--.--- -.

"cooling -out" functl6 6., intentionally or not. The sti-ength of :-the
a

variable may be partly attributable to its positive correlation with

an unmeasured variable (i.e.,-whether the student lives with parents)

known to affect persistence (Agtin, 1975).

In summary, several,of the background and demographic characteristics --

qs.

i.e., SZS,'age, race,andi'Marital statusare seen to be insignificant

factors in explaining successful completion of the freshman year in a

.

one- or two-year exposure period. Only the control variables measuring

the student's mental ability and his high School curriculum exerted

;;.':

positive neK4fects oriucceip in both periods. In addition, working

while gbi4g to school, part-time-attendance, nonreceipt of,a

schdlarship/fellowshdp and attending & junior college significantly

lowered ,his prpbetbility §t',.sucCeas (iee. increased his likelihood of
. ',-- ., - ..ef 4 .....

IV; ''
kl ..'e

withdrawing without enrolling as, a sophomore). s, . - '
'\- - ,..,. ,_.

.,
.

-..s. .,,
. .,

, s....;-,
4

,- , 0`,.
.41
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The Sophomore; Junior, and Senior Years

The likelihood of a student Completing his sophomore year in One

)

.!'

t ,

6. 9:7=pernentWhileforjuniors,and seniors it is 78.7 and 79.6.
..-

year

,,....c.......

percent, respectivelyerable =1). Ile corresponding two-year completion"
._._

4t -

......h.. , ,i...Xates are 7643" 88.4, and 91.8 percent. Thus, as stlidents advance from
e r.

- re ..., : -, .4
(- .. ;.:, ,.1 - 14,4-,the freshman year status, likelihood of their completing a subsequent

.
. .-- L .,, .,

year of school generally increlpes: Moreover, the importance of an
.

1

A

additi6nal year ,olopp6rtunity'ror these completj.bn rates alsollincreaset.

. -. r

24

6

The fact that lengthening tinilibigbeuxe_perod has an4.ncreasing
..- 4...

,. ,.. .41...4

effect as attention-Shifts from the freShmen to the senior yeavreflec s

at least,two primary faotors. Firstas students age-and progress in

school, they become increasingly likeli'tehe,independent of parental
-

families and personally responsible for their own financial obligations,

while remaining` committed to graduation. Thus, the proportion of
. ,

students married increased from 5 percent of the freshmen to 15,percent

.b.

of the seniors. Evidently, the desire for independence outweighs the
,

,

negative effeceof employment on persistence because the proportion of
,s . .. ,. , . ,,,, T

..' -.

students working, at least'half thee' "islactuaIly higher
4
among seniors

,

(19 percent) than among freshmen (17 percent:1. While this difference
N

0

is not dramatic, it should be recalled that employment is ark impediment

to persistence, i.e., adisproportionate nuMber of the freshmen who

worked never reached the-ibi3homor'e ;'-nnipFregs- -the_j_unior- or' senior

year.
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The second* factor contributing to the increased impact of

, lengthening the exposure period is that changes in field of study are

More likely to occur in the later than it, the earlier years. Such changes

are ordinarily accompanied by additional requirements for graduation.

Similarly, the impact of five-year baccalaureate programs (e.g., in

.

engineering) probaljy.becomes. apparent only in the junior and senior
, ,

years.
_

r.

The- regression results displayed in Table 2 indipate that the

set of explanatory variables in-our' model account far between 6 and 19

percent of the variation in the likelihoods of completing thelkariaus

years of college.. With the.exception of :the senior year, the model'.

seems Volpe More pdwerful when two years are allowed 'for coMplet4on

thap when only one year is allowed. Likewise, the goodness -of -fit of

the model generally declines as the focus shifts from the freshman to .

later years, 'partially as a result of the reduced variation in some-o-f

the explanatory variables (see standard deviations in Table A-1) .

Consistent with out findings for the freshman year; Several of

the demographic- and background variables do not exhibit- significailt net

-...-..
.

relationships Iiiith, the likelihoods of rough the sophomore,

junior and/or senidrHyp-s. This applies to SES, RACE and AGE'.

Addition911Y,,the strong Positive effects of measured ability and

pre-colleg urriculuni which were found among.,fre§hmea-der7,n6t preyail ,

__________ ,
-,-.-----L-7---

.

".., ,-
. : ?)

.,./.',,



'Regression
Completing

c Table 2

Result4.17Determinants of the Probabilities of Successfully
the Sophomore, Junior and Senior Years of College, by Number

of Yeats Allowed for Completion

(Coefficients shOwn in percentage points)

Explanatory
v6riablea

e .

SES

Sophomoreb Junior, Seniorb

One yar Twp years One year Two years One year Two years

1121) (L22)
(L
31

) (L-
32

)
(L41) (1142)

IQ

CURRIC

AGE

RACE

MSP

_

0.9
(-0.73)

0.2*
(. 1.84)

- 6.6
(-1.28)

(-O.68)

00)
-

(-0.42)
6.6- .

(.0.66)

- 53.8**

(-4.69)

9.9

-18.0**
(-2.30)

- -7.4*

(-1.59)
-20.1**

(-4.00)

.2

EMP21-34--

EMP1-20

2YRCO

CONSTANT

-2D

a
( 2..1

.172

Number of
,,.Sample cases

{3.56

,
. -_

1

- 13.9 - 1.7 .. 0.3 0.8 . o.8

(' =0.74) .-,-,;(- 1.15.) ( 0,23) ( 0.49). ( 0:74.)

.0.3f .. 0:3 -ps.1. 0.2 .0.1

( 1.62) (-1.34) (-0-,84) ''(....crAy- r6_76)

0.9 10.7** 5.3 - 8.0 0.7
( 0.18) (- 1.93) ( 1.27) (-1.29) . ( 0.16)
- 2.2 _,1 1:7' 1.9 -, 3.3 - 2.2
(-1.19) ( 0.68) ( il.Q2) (-1.28) (11.18)

1.5 .11.7** 6.8 13.8* - 0.6
( 0.28) ( 1-.69) ( i:24) .( 1.95) ( -0.13)

--10.2' 25.7 4.0 - 2%9 - 1.4

(4.06) ( 1.60) -( 0.38) (-0.19) . (-0.13)

13.3 . 0.9 8:3, cr.,,,7 -,0a
( t.411) c-77.4....1j ( 1.32) ( 0.10) - (..-0.04),

-6cf. 0-x-* -36..4-x* -46.4x-* -32.7** . _36.5 **

(-5.71) (-2.12) (-3.66) (-1.'79) (-2.87)
- 5.7 ..- - 6.4 -14.4* - 7.o 9.9

(-0.69) (-0.53) (-1.56) ,(-9.43) ( 0.88)

- '19.3** 7,2 - 6.5 0.1 0.5
(-2.66) (-0.95) (-1.12} ( 0.01) ,( 0.09)

5.7.w 7.5 0.2 - 3.6 3.5

(-1.35) ( 1.37) ( 0.05) (-0.62), 1( 0.88)

-14.0** -4:5.2** -11.4*** -19.8** t - 5.3-.

(-3.03) .(-.40y- (-2.39) (-2.62) N-0.99),
117.2 67.3 , 59.3 169.4 113.6

( 2.75) ( 1.12) ( 1.32) ( 2.56) ( 2.48)

N

-,,
6 .069 ' .125 -..,-... .092 .0,56

2.91 4.7o S.-05

311 312 2114- 246:,,438 437

:2.21

e 'continued on next page.
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Table 2

Continued

Note. Males 16 to years of age at the time

college year being analyzed.

a See text for descriptiOrrof variables.

b Numbers in parentheses are t- ratios.

of entrance to the

27

The difference in sample sizes for the one- and two-year equations

ve from the occasional unavailability of data for one or another

Co.

,2
time per and is mainly attributable to a respondent.havinginissed

o ri

so
eo f the two

Significant at .05 .10,

k Significant at /a < ;05.

-#

3 1
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1

in later years, IQ is signi cant only for sophomores 4, CURRIC

anamalousiY'only for juniors in one-year period. These results are

* wholly consistent with ol6 hypo -ses that pre-college characteristics

\

and experience will hate dimtn

farther along a student is in hi pursuit of a degree.

As was true of freshmen, o results provide evidence that

ng effects on college succest the

tlerclassmen who receive a scho arship are more likely than nonrecipients

to complete the year in-question __Indeed, among juniors and seniors

the effect-of holding a scholarsh-p is larger than dmOgifreshmen.

.4106'FuTthermdlve, the variable SCISHP' oes not ayttaiMstatifstIcal-Stinificance. A

'when two years are allowed for com letion. Inexplicably, the variable'

fails to achieve significance for sophomores, irrespective of the'

exposure period'
4

Only among sophomores do we continue to observe the' negative impact

of working on persistence in college. SimilAir to the results for,

freshmen, those sophomores most likely to drop out prior to e-etering

the junior year worked more than half-time and less than 'full time.

Apparently, young men,whi5 work while attending their junior and senior

-years in-college are a sufficiently heterogeneous group that those,

for whom employment is an impediment to scholastic proge,ss,are largely
4

counterbalanced_by those whose commitment to gaduate is extraordinarily

high. Consistent with this line'of reasoning is the finding that

part-time enrollment has a diminishing, albeit significant, negative

tl

32



impact on persistence as attention-shifts from sophomores to juniors to

seniors-. Unexpectedly, however, the data do not reveal any decline

the effect of part-time attendance as the exposure period is lengthened
L.

from oe to two years.

"Finally, the regression analyses offer support for the hypothesized

inverse association between, successful persistence in college and

initial matriculation in a two-year institution. In fact, the estimated

impact of starting inn -a.- junior college is stronger for sophompres,

jgniors and seniors than foiTreshmen. This suggests that,the,poor

qucityof scholastic preparati:h prOvided--kowstudents who ultimately

transfer to four-year institutions and the incomplete- transferability

of credits may be at least as deleterious as the-"cooling-out" or

screening performed by two-year institutions.

r-In summary, it is apparent from these regredsion analyses that

similar,' but not identical, factors are important' to understandi the

likelihood that a young man will persist through his sophomore, junior

and senior years. As hypothesized, pre-college traits and experience

tend to wane in significance, the further .a student progrhstes. Indeed,

socioeconomic status of parental fthnily as well as,race hre irrelevant

throughout. Further, while working and scholastic progress appear to

be incompatible among sophomores, this does not seem

avetage, for and seniors. Finally, although

3.3

to be true, on

parf-tinm #tendance

A t
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iformly impedes persistence, its effect is lower in the later than in

the earlier undergraduate years,

The Likelihood of Graduating within Four Years

For the sake of comparability with much of the existing research
A

on college dropouts, we also estimated the'parameters of a model to

explain the probability that an entering freshman (in 1966) had graduated

48 months later.
15

For the purpose of this anall.sis a graduate is

defined as one who held an Associate or higher level degree,

4,
'irrespective of whether he Was still.enrolled in school at the end of

-** ' the period-. lience; 'the- definition' it' Terftettr cdnsistent'lwith. ourA - 4"

earlier definitions of successful persistence through the sophomore,

junior and'senior years.

Inspection of the results, displayed in able 3 And comparison of

them with the data in Tables 1 and 2 unambiguously demonstrate thAt

different factors- are important to'persistencrithdrawal) at various

stages of the undergraduate career. Additionally, even those factOrs

that are statistically significant throughout have differential impabts

r

. _ at different stages. Moreover, relythg on the conventional approach of
.

analyzing graduation rates (as in Table 3) would. lead researchers and

;
policy makers to erroneous inferences. Forexample, examination of the

estimated parameters of the graduation equation indicates that holding

A

a,full-time job while enrolled as a freshman-is not a significant

34
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Table 3

Regression Results--Determinants of the Probability
of Graduatinga within Four-Years of Initial

Matriculation in College

(Coefficients shonNin percentage points)

a
Explanatory
variable

Coefficient t -ratio

SES

IQ
CURRIC
AGE
swim

"--*

- 2.0
0:4*
0.5

. 3.7 .

14.4**

=1.04
1.38
008 .

-1.39-
1.65 ,

".0,33 .

MSP 20.5 , 1.26

ENRPT/ -36.6** -2.36

EMP35+ 16,4 . 1.23

EMP21-34 -20.4* -1:54

EMP1-20 -13.24-x -1.71

2YRC0L -12.0* -1.66
'CONSTANT 79.9 1.43

T2

F:ratio

Number of sample cases

Mean of dependent variable.

.078

2.52

29.8

Note. tales 16 to 24 years of"agedn 1966 and first-enroll d'

as college freihmen in the Autumn of 1966.

a The dependent variable.is -coded "1" if the respondent held ;

an Associate or higher level, degree ae;7.a:,ch-eAiltu.mp---.;-7---

'.
of 1970 and"0" otherwise.

b See text for description of'variables.

Significant at .05 < .10.

*f Significant at cc< .05.

.1
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te,

-0-

1.

impediment to progAss in college. -However, it is.obvious from the

results discussed above-that'this is misleading and that working

,

actually does impede persistence. As another exanle, the graduation

rate results suggest that high schbol'curriculum is irrelevant, whereas

' that is clearly faliacialis because completion of the freshman year is

significant by dependent upon the nature-of the secondary school

eparation.

Summary

C

Co -ptualizing progress' through college as a sequential process,

t we examined factors that affect rates of xersiztence anti' dropping out,
,

_using longitudinal data for a hatioital 'sample of young men attending

N
,

01. ,

college in the late 1960's. A principal conclusion was that factors

important to Anderstandingpersistence.vary with the stage6of the

0

undergraduate career. ,Pre-college attributes of parental socioeconomic

statUs; race ana,age exhibit no significant net relationship with

dropping out atany stage. The effect of hafiripbpursued a college
-14

.
,

preparatory ,program'in high school is relevant-only to completion of

the freshman year. The net ipportance of pre-6011ege measured ability

declines substantially after the freshman year and is nonsignificant by

the junior year.
.

While woiking evidently inhibits persistence in 'Ccalege, not all

, , ,
employed student's becpmedropOuts:and:the"iMpeditent,apPearp t"6 be

greatest 'or- those who work betweenlialf-, ana.fial$
. .

36
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A

c.

-

4

that students' working full time are aheterogeneous group; so e of whom

have extraordinarily high ,commitment to their edUcational goals and-
- e ,*

(perceive) no alternative way of meeting thes.cut-of-poCket expenseeof
1 ,

college' attendance. It should alsobe borne in mind that working 4-"

studentd who manage to persist: through college do reduce the Pforegone
.

. .:
earnings" compOnentlof their personal investment in education.'

0
Whether because of thelr lower commitment to

lo;.rer quality of instruction, or an institutional fans ,ion of
. - *4 '.

theth outi""it is incontestable that young men who

educational
1

achievemento

"cooling

initially matriculate
. .

in a-two-year_institution are,much more likely to drop"oUt at every.
.

stage of undergraduate life--even after having transferred to a four-year
, .*

institution.Finally3 receiptof__a scholarship bears 'a consistently .,

..

positive relationship to the, probability of sudcessful peteistence4in

it
,

- , - , .. ., .

is.college, although, t s not entirely clear whether this is ameasare of
,

.
,

.

''

-commitment'or an additidnal meaeure of aptituft.-

An important method() ice]. tOnclUSion.tha:t derive's:fram this

stUdy is that much previous-theoretical and empirical work on droPping.
. . '

-Qut of college mist b6.rtewed withponsiderable cauticrn.' By ignOring,

the longitudinal nature of the process Of undergraduate'eduoation,and

.

,*0 '
, ''

Inadequately controlling for intercorrelated explanatory variables' , (-

previous research lias,idrZawn and perpetUdted:several erroneous infecenpes,
c

- a'

, x,,,,,.

'- 4, r. -' .
.

.N6t-the lefit of...these is -ehat-so,oial status background it an'important
, ,, 4,,!, ., ,

.-
r.

..
.

,'

dternjinant of perSistence through,college.. Another is that there are
..,

.'

'f?
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signifi raeial differentials in the rate -of dropping out of

colt Perhaps most critical from the viewpoint of this study'is the

'Myth that the explanation for the causes of dropping out of college

modeled in a single equation representing the likelihood graduation /
- .

by any given group of freshmen. Our study,c Iea demopatirates thdt

the 'explanation is far mare ,complex.,

P

1

cc

A.

4,

.',

cr:



----Footnotes

-35

his study elaborates a methodological framework iirzed in the

,--elissertation by Karmas_(-1974).

aV-

.

2
Thus, for example, 23-year-old sophomores in 1966 were excluded

from the analysis of seniors in 1968, ,because they q4 25 in

, #

3Some qualificatidns to this straightforward interpretation of

Lid are discussed.below. in the section on methodology:.
li.ror

details on the methods of construction and d
-

,der yarOble.s- that migirtgOve

5
F9r techniCial information

of scores see Kohen' (1973!).

6

cession of

een ins u d se en
, . Ak.. RI. oo..14.../. ,J ,

concerning the pooling and standardization

In`preliminary runs we included an 11-valued index designed to

measure the Auality of the secondary, sbhool attended, but the variable

was conbistently nonsignificant an methodologically questiOnable.

Therefore, it was excluded from fihaL runs.

.,6

7However,, even this seems improbable, since - prelim nary runs 'inducted

measure ot. thd racial composition o1 the student body -- anticipating

. .

different:behavior by blacks --in black schools than, by.those'-in "inte

s-choolg kloweverf in contraSt to Astin's findings (1975,,,43. 142744),

neither the variable nor its interaction with 'race _of the respondent

wee i.),
.

".; "

,*)
.a.



;
8
The suggestion by Baird et al. (1969, ;14." 66) that this is not

36

true for students at two-year colleges is faulty because their analysi

con)ders only students attending the second term of their second}04:-.

Thus, it excludes those whose .workingaled to reaueei participation.;andA.
withdrawal prior to the second year. As tin (1975,,;./p.,87) sugges that"-

1. -

the effect f working depends on whether or not e job is on campus.

\r- However; sin e his analysis441oes:_notifeCtSure the mnber of hours
1.. :,,,,,,,..-------

-,,

worked (as a freshman)e relationshi between hours Of work and

cjob location, his condluians may reflect merely the
t)

between persistence a rs work,

'O. - A' - . /e 444. .44 - 4 4444

The use-Of nary,le squares (OLS) estimation where the '

inverse relaiion

dependent variable

the estimated

i;--dichOto heoretioall has the limitation that

bilities may 1'e 'out 4,d6 the unit interval.

yhile theoretica 1 prefeibl an alterhilt estimatiAl teclui-

, logit analysis) could not be attempted since no av lable program
c")

allows for variation among respondents in the probability (:)f' seleqida

to the sample.

' 10
Examination of the separate analyses of the individual entering

classes indicated no '. structural differences sufficient to preclude
, ,

P,iIing 'them-. --Althbugh we _show iThiteighted sample siim:s in the tablesi,'

the analyses losNebeen_porfalwd using weighted data. Thus, fof

exEisapl-e3--tfrsample ege freshmen in the 6 -per ,;.9,:f rep.vktigat'A.

- .

ab ou t 1,8 million y o ung ten.

4,.



11
Students enro

4

ater were not

37

rviewed and found to be members of,the armed foic'es were. classifted

as successes for two reasons. Firtst, examination of.later data for'
_

some (i.e4 ., when they were interviewed after being discharged) indicates .

..-3,-- ------------z.-f's

that they were',--indeed,_ college graduates. Second, common practice of
---,

the selective service system was to perml.A.potential _draftees to
0 , ,

complete their program of study if they were making saisiactorvprogress.

12 '
Among freshmen the zero-order correlatIOns-between the SES

.
n

inde , I .GURRI01 2YRCOL, and ENRPT are 6:29. 0.23, -0.20, and -0.15;

respectively`. -;
13.
-We. i vestit

Chow test

Sa

,

ed possible intections with race by means of the
C=

ow, 1960) which tests, the equality,Of regression coefficients

when the eqUations are-estimated separately for whites and blacNks:, The

calculated £w -ratio under the null hypothesis of equal slope parameters

was 1.75; 'the' critical tabular value for F was 2.18 at = 0.05. :

It mast be borne in mind that working while attending. school

has a very positive aspect for those who do persist; namely, it reduces

the major cost of acquiring higher education- (i.e., foregone earnings)

and thereby raises their rate of return to investing in schooling. Astin

(1975 p. 79) suggests that there may also be positive integrative

effects of working while attending college.

4

v:'
4
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,1
.For the sake of strict comparability with Aftin's recent study

(1975) we re- estimated this model for the uhiverse of entering freshmen

%to asioired to complete four rears of college. The results were virtually
,

identical to those shownin Tablest3,..Aqd are available upon request.
ri

t.

N

it

}
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Table A-1
.

Means and Standard Deviations of Variables Used in Models of
Successful Persistence in College, by Year of

. College Analgzed

-
F` Variable

Namea

.breshmen -Sophomores

Mean S.D. Mean 'S .

Lil
L.

SES
IQ
gURRIC
AGE
SCUM°
RACE

ENRPT
EMP3'54-

EMP21-34
EMP1-20
2YRCOL

.711 b .697 IS'

.760 b .763-, b

-seniors;
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

.787

.8814

11.9
113.14

b

< b

1.6
11.7
b

.796 b

.918 b

12.1 1.6
113.8 10.ia

- .77 b

19.8 1.1 20.8 1.3_,

b .-14 b

.97 la- .97 b

.11 b -z15 b

b .06 b

.07 b .07 ti

.11 b

b

.12

.29
b

b

.17 b .114 b

311 (312) 2144 (246)

-11...6 1.7 11.8 1.7.
140.9 12.9-112.4 13.0

-.70 b b.
18.9 1.3

.16 b /!?

.95' b

.05 b .07

.08 U .06 b

.09 b .12 b

.08 b .08 b

.26b .30 b

.31 b .24 b

Number of
sample -cases .547 ,(5145) 438 (437)

a For definitions of'variables and units of measurement see text.

b-,The'siandard deviation for a dichotomous variable 0(1-p),

Yihere- p Is.It'heproportionOf the sample having the requisite

characteristic. Hence, the standard deviation is computable

from the mean shown the adjacent column.

c Although they contain essentially the same respondents the .samples
,

for the one- and twp-year, analyses. are not identical bectruse of

;attrition and returns to the sample. Hence, the first number .
__.

., N,

s

'\ . . , . ei _

shown is the one-year sample and the number in parentheses s the
_ . . .

- - -

two-year sample.
C

A
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